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Part I Company Profile

LangFang YongChuang Packaging Machinery Co., Ltd (LFYC) is a high-tech enterprise

specialized in end-of-line packaging equipment for beverage, condiments, edible oil, etc.

Integrating research, development, manufacturing, sale and service, our company has always

been devoted to providing packaging solutions for customers. Located in Gu’an County

Industrial Zone, Langfang City, our company is 50km away from Beijing Tian’anmen. Enjoying

beautiful scenery and convenient traffic conditions, the industrial zone is a key development

zone in Hebei Province and is adjacent to many famous enterprises.

With registered capital of RMB 5 million Yuan, our company has been devoted to research,

development and manufacturing of high-end equipment since its establishment. We believe

that excellent quality and reliable after-sales service will enable us to move towards the goal of

building international brands.

Our company focuses on research, development and feedback on project quality. We

have a well-trained, young, cooperative and innovative R&D team and after-sales service team.

We adhere to the behavior rule of "thinking what customers want and worrying about what they

are anxious for". To meet this behavior requirement, we have formulated strict standards to

ensure that equipment quality, performance and project quality meet our commitment. By

keeping to the business philosophy of "sincerity based, customer foremost", we strive to

provide the market with packaging equipment and associated service that meet production

needs and exceed customer requirements.

Our company now has formed four major product series such as heat shrink film

packaging machines, carton packaging machines, palletizers and conveying systems, with

more than 30 varieties that include low speed, medium speed and high speed products. We

have successfully provided complete end-of-line packaging solutions for such industries as

beverage, condiments, edible oil, medicine, chemical industry, etc. We have cooperated with

many famous enterprises such as Ice Dew, Cestbon, Kangshifu, Xiaoyangren, Huiyuan,

Jianlibao, Hongniu, Tsingtao Beer, Kunlun Beer, Hans Beer, Tongwanzhenji, Hetiankuan,
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China Grain Reserves Corporation, COFCO, winning trust from customers. We have

accumulated rich experience in the industry, and our brand has become a famous brand with

the greatest competitiveness in the packaging machinery industry.

Without small steps accumulated, one cannot cover a thousand miles; without streams

accumulated, there will be no sea. We believe that through many years of profound

accumulation in the industry, Yongchuang will surely create a brilliant future together with old

and new customers.

———— End of Chapter ————
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Part II Applications and Features

Equipment Name : Upper and Lower Film Sealing&Cutting Heat Shrink

Packaging Machine

Equipment Model : LC-MBS25

2.1 Equipment Applications

Designing based on the heat shrinkable feature of PE Film, LC-MBS25 Model is produced as

entirely new packaging equipment with high-efficiency and continuous operation properties. It

can automatically arrange and assemble a single PET beverage bottle or other similar items,

then wrap it with shrink film, and finally form a set package by heating, contracting and cooling.

After packing, the products are tightly bundled, and the external shape is regular and beautiful,

and the opening is convenient. Therefore, it is widely used in food, medicine, chemical industry

and other light industry products.

2.2 Equipment Features

Automatic temperature controlling for shrink and sealing&cutting, adjustable on demand.

Use the isothermal/constant-temperature sealing cutter which surface sprayed with
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TEFLON COAT to get smooth and firm cutting.

Adopt the Programmable Logic Controller(PLC) which can carry out the automatically

work flow.

Touch-screen operation panel with user-friendly interface and absolutely an

easy-to-operate machine.

No support-bottom which suitable for different bottleneck and bottle combination.

Easy operation and maintenance.

———— End of Chapter ————
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Part III Main Parameters

———— End of Chapter ————

Item Description

Packing Speed 0-20 packs/min

Packing Arrangement Form

3 rows * 3 columns / packets
3 rows * 4 columns / packets
3 rows * 5 columns / packets
4 rows * 5 columns / packets
4 rows * 6 columns / packets

Applicable Container Shape

Round container such as glass bottle, PE bottle,
Tin cans.
External Diameter: 60-110mm
Height: 70-340mm

Working Voltage 3 Phase 5 Lines, 380V/50Hz

Work Air Pressure 0.6-0.8 Mpa

Air Consumption 100NL/min

Shrinkage Tunnel Dimension L 2400×W 650×H 450 mm

Sealing&Cutting Temperature 170℃～200℃

Shrinkage Temperature 200℃～280℃

Packing Material

PE Film
Film Width: ≤580mm
Film Thickness: 0.06～0.12mm
Film Roller Dimension: ≤400mm

Operating Noise ≤65dB

Total Power 37KW

Total Weight 2500Kg

Machine Dimension L 12440×W 110×H 2100 mm
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Part IV Working Principle and Process
4.1 Working Principle

Based on the characteristics of packaging film heat shrinkage, LC-MBS25 Heat Shrinkable
Film Packaging Machine complete the whole process of packaging by use of photoelectric
switch sensor for online detection, PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) for signal acquisition
and centralized controlling, continues conveyor belt for bottle feeding, bottle plate for column,
bottle gate for grouping, pushing rod for bottle pushing and film wrapping, heating cutter for
sealing&cutting and pack, heating tunnel for shrinking and cooling system for cooling setting.

4.2 Working Process

Please refer to the following Figure-1 Working Flow Diagram.

Figure-1 Working Flow Diagram

———— End of Chapter ————
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Part V Structures and Functions

The whole equipment including Bottle Arranging&Conveying System, Wrapping System, Heat
Shrink System, No-powered Roller Conveying System, Electric Controlling System and
Pneumatic Controlling System, etc. Please refer to Figure-2 LC-MBS25 Heat Shrink Film
Wrapping Machine Sketch Map.

Figure-2 LC-MBS25 Heat Shrink Film Wrapping Machine Sketch Map

Notes:
1. For connecting the equipment with filling production line, there should be a conveying line
with no less than 6 meters in length and no less 3 in columns(the width of single column as
82.6 ).
2. Based on actual situation, bottle arranging&conveying system and no-powered roller
conveying system can be adjusted.

5.1 Wrapping System

The wrapping system including body frame, bottle feeding mechanism, bottle arranging
mechanism, bottle pushing mechanism, film rewinding mechanism, bottle pressing mechanism,
sealing&cutting mechanism,etc. Please refer to Figure-3.

Bottle Arranging&Conveying System Wrapping System Heat Shrink System No-powered Roller
Conveying System

Conveyor

Bottle Feeding Direction

1. Bottle Arranging&Conveying System 2. Wrapping System 3. Electric Controlling System 4. Pneumatic System 5. Heat Shrink System

6. No-powered Roller Conveying System
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Figure-3 Wrapping System Sketch Map

5.1.1 The bottle feeding mechanism is responsible for transporting the packing (the following
PET bottles as an example) to the PET bottle group after the grouping of the bottle dividing
mechanism and the bottle dividing mechanism to the bottle pushing mechanism. Please refer
to Figure-4.

Figure-4 Guide Bottle Conveyor
It is divided into two parts: the front conveyor and the rear conveyor. The main two is driven by
a motor as a power source, which drives the reticulate conveyor belt to rotate and conveyed
the package forward by friction.The motor can be step-less speed control by frequency
converter. The two sides and the middle of the front conveyor belt are provided with a retaining

1. Bottle Feeding Mechanism 2. Body Frame 3. Bottle Arranging Mechanism 4. Bottle Pushing Mechanism

5. Upper Film Rewinding Mechanism 6. Lower Film Rewinding Mechanism 7. Sealing&Cutting Mechanism 8. Bottle Pushing Mechanism

1. Vibrator 2. Ball Bottling Plate 3. Body Frame 3. Conveying Motor 4. Flat Top Convey Belt 5. Bottling Plate
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rod and a bottle splitting plate. According to the size of packaging and packaging requirements,
to loosen the fastening screws by adjusting the lever and distance, bottle bottle plate plate and
between the bottle plate so that the packaging can pass through (in general situation, the
distance between rod and plate, plate and plate should be 2mm greater than bottle dimension).
After the adjustment is appropriate, fastening the retaining rod and the bottle plate.

5.1.2 The bottling mechanism is responsible for grouping PET bottles in accordance with the
packaging requirements in order to achieve the bottle pushing for wrapping. Please refer to
Figure-5.

Figure-5 Bottling Mechanism Sketch Map
The continuous forward PET bottles have been branches in the conveyor belt in front of the
bottle delivery mechanism and enter the bottle division forward in their respective channels.
The grouping mechanism divides the PET bottles into separate groups. The grouping
mechanism consists of the front and back bottles, independent of each other and driven by the
cylinder, driving the opening and closing of the front and rear flask gates. Before the start of
bottling, front bottling gate closed to block the PET bottles to move forward, the rear bottling
gate opens. When the bottle pushing rod to trigger SQ5, front bottling gate opens and rear
bottling gate closes, the bottles between front&rear plates moving with the conveyor belt.
When the bottling time reaches at the set time(adjusted on the touch screen), the front gate

1. Front Bottling 2. Cylinder 3. Rear Bottling 4. Movable Grid Plate 5. Lock Nut 6. Lock Screw
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closes and the rear gate open, thereby a packet grouping completed. When the diameter and
combination form of the packed PET bottle changes, the grid plate gap inside the front and
rear bottling mechanism and the distance between front between the front and rear bottles
must be adjusted and the distance from the bottle to the front of the bottle should be adjusted.

5.1.3 Bottle Pushing System push forward the grouped PET Bottles for film wrapping. Please
refer to Figure-6.

Figure-6 Bottle Pushing System Sketch Map
During the moving process via rear convey belt of bottle feeding system, the grouped PET
Bottles separated completely group by group. The bottle pushing system is driven by rear
convey belt motor of bottle feeding system. Two pieces bottling pushing chains and five pieces
bottling pushing rods push the grouped bottles moving faster than convey belt. During the
moving process, grouped PET Bottles going forward to cutting&sealing system.

5.1.4 Film rewinding system providing shrink film for grouped PET Bottles.
Included upper film rewinding(please refer to Figure-7) and lower film rewinding(please refer to
Figure-8), it provides shrink film during the wrapping process. The system contains supporting
roller, guiding roller, travelling roller and gear motor, etc. When the film is wrapped, the film
begins to tighten, the travelling roller is gradually pulled up by the film, and the detection block

1. Bottle Arrange (Original Point) Detect Switch 2. Bottle Detect Switch 3. Sliding Plate 4. Fixing Bolt 5. Push Rod 6. Front Guardrail

7.Rear Guardrail
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with its linkage is relatively close to the position of the switch. When the close switch is
triggered, the gear motor starts to run, the roller and the film roll are turned to release the film.
At this time the travelling roller begins to fall, the photoelectric switch is placed and decelerated.
The gear motor stops working and a film unwinding process finished.

Figure-7 Upper Film Conveying Sketch Map

Figure-8 Lower Film Conveying Sketch Map

1. Retaining Roll 2. Support Roll 3. Detecting Plate 4. Travelling Roll 5. Guiding Roll 6. Proximity Switch 7. Film Rewinding Motor

1. Retaining Roll 2. Support Roll

3. Detecting Plate 4. Travelling Roll

5. Guiding Roll 6. Proximity Switch

7. Film Rewinding Motor
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5.1.5 Bottle Pressing System (please refer to Figure-9)
Bottle Pressing System press the wrapped PET bottles to prevent the them from falling down
during the process of heat sealing. According to the different height of PET bottle, adjust the
position of cylinder properly so that the bottles can pressed properly and pass normally without
deform.

Figure-9 Bottles Pressing System

5.1.6 Heat Sealing&Cutting System (please refer to Figure-10)

Figure-10 Heat Sealing&Cutting System Sketch Map
Heating sealing&cutting system functions for sealing and cutting two films wrapped on PET
Bottles. When the PET Bottles reached the expected position driven by bottles pushing system,
the bottle pushing rod actives proximity switch SQ10, upper sealing&cutting blade moving
down and press two pieces films firmly when it reaching working platform. At this time lower

1. Sliding Rail 2. Adjusting Bolt

3. Cylinder 4. Pressure Pad

1. Magnetic Switch SQ1

2. Upper Blade Cylinder

3. Magnetic Switch SQ2

4. Limit Screw

5. Upper Blade

6. Blade Pad

7. Thermocouple

8. Sealing&Cutting Blade

9. Heating Tube

10. Lower Blade Cylinder
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sealing&cutting blade moving up and heating and cutting the two pieces films when it touched
upper sealing&cutting blade. The sealing&cutting temperature is 220 ℃ ～ 260 ℃ . The
sealing&cutting time is 0.5～1 second.

5.2 Heating Shrink System

The heating shrink system including heating&shrink, cooling&shaping and finished product
export.

5.2.1 Heating and Shrinking System (please refer to Figure-11)
This system performs heating and shrinking for sealed&cutted package product which makes
PE Film shrink properly under high temperature to fasten the package product firmly. It is
heated by the heating tube located on both sides of the box, and then stirred through the screw
fan on the top of the box, so that the hot air is directly blown to the surface of the film to make it
shrink. The shrinkage temperature is generally 220 to 260 ℃.

Figure-11 Heating Oven Sketch Map

5.2.2 Cooling and Shaping System
This system functions cooling the shrink-ed film wrapped on PET Bottles quickly so that the PE
Film cooling back to high strength condition for carry.

5.2.3 Finished Product Export (please refer to Figure-12)

1. Insulation Layer

2. Heating Tube

3. Inner Partition Board

4. Fan

5. Motor
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Figure-12 Finished Products Export Sketch Map
It is mainly composed of a motor as power source, driving Teflon mesh belt rotate. The
package moving forward rely on friction as finished products output. The motor can be
step-less speed regulation by frequency converter, so as to achieve adjustable shrinkage
speed. Adjusting screws are installed at both ends of the output port to adjust the tightness and
balance of the mesh belt.

5.3 Pneumatic Controlling System
Please refer to Figure-13

5.3.1 The pressure of air supply is no less than 0.8 Mpa.

5.3.2 Refill lubrication grease ISO VG32 or same level into air regulator/lubricator.

5.3.3 Filters should be regularly draining to prevent water from entering the gas path.

1. Bearing

2. Driven Roller

3. Mesh Belt

4. Adjusting Bolt
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Figure-13 Pneumatic Controlling System Working Principle

5.4 Electric Controlling System
Please refer to Figure-14.

Figure-14 Electric Controlling Sketch Map
5.4.1 Operating Steps Instruction
Step 1: Before this system functioning, we need to check the 380V power supply stable and
there is no debris on conveying belts.
Step 2: As per the goods specification, adjust the positions of bottle feeding detector and
sealing&cutting detector.
Step 3: If there is no detecting signal for Lack-of-Bottle, switch the touchscreen to the repair
interface, press the front and rear delivery buttons to make the bottles full of conveyor belt.

Blowing

Cylinder for Bottling

Cylinder for

Bottle Pressing
Upper Blade

Cylinder
Lower Blade

Cylinder
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Step 4: Variable frequency speed regulation is used to adjust the speed of conveyor belt. The
speed of the conveyor belt can be controlled by increasing and decreasing the frequency of
the transducer. The steps and methods of frequency modulation for frequency converter are
detailed in the manual of frequency converter.
5.4.2 Operation Instruction of Main Body’s Control Panel

5.4.2.1 Emergency Stop It is used for emergency shutdown when the machine is in
automatic state. The output of each cylinder (except bottle) motor is cut off,
so as to avoid damage to machine and personnel. After troubleshooting,
rotate the emergency stop button to right direction and press Keep on

working button on touchscreen to continue working.
5.4.2.2 Start After set up all the working parameters, when the equipment under initial

status (Melting knife at up-limit position, bottle pushing at original position,front bottle arrange
shut down), press this button to operating under self-control mode.

5.4.2.3 Bottle Stop After press this button, the bottling cylinder stops working while
other parts continue working.

5.4.3 Interface Operation Description
5.4.3.1 Power on and make the whole system with electricity, we will see the Welcome

interface as showed below.

Under this mode, we can perform manual control, status monitor or parameter setting by
selecting related menus as per working requirement.

5.4.3.2 Parameter Interface

5.4.3.3 Auto Interface
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Under this mode, we can see Product Capacity, initialize the equipment to continue
working.

Press this button to eliminate the Warning Message.

After troubleshooting, press this button to continue working.

Press this button to make the Rear Convey working.

This button controls the oscillator on front convey belt.

Press this button to stop Bottling.

After press this button, front bottling stops and the front convey keeps working.

When front convey functions, press this button the bottling working when front
convey is on.

Display the real time value of the encoder.

Display production quantity.

Press this button to initialize the system value.

When the equipment not working properly, check this information and perform
troubleshooting accordingly.

5.4.3.4 Manual Interface
Press this button to control the equipment manually.

This button controls blowing solenoid valve.
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This button controls bottle pushing motor.

This button controls Upper Cylinder.

This button controls Lower Cylinder.

This button controls Pressing Plate Cylinder.

This button controls Front Open/Close Door.

This button controls Rear Open/Close Door.

This button controls front convey belt.

Press this button for manual sealing&cutting.

Press this button, the sealing&cutting time shall be controlled by previous
parameters settings.

5.4.3.5 Monitor Interface
This interface monitoring the operation condition of different systems and input/output

point back situation.

5.4.4 Shrink Machine Operation Panel
5.4.4.1 Power Button This button controls Heating Operation of oven. If we need to

heat the product, turn it into ON condition.
Notice: Turn it off and wait the oven temperature lower than 80℃ before shut down the

equipment.
5.4.4.2 Heating Switch This button controls temperature control meter.
5.4.4.3 Fan Switch This button controls Opening and Closing of centrifugal fans that

produce circulating air.
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5.4.4.4 Temperature It is used for setting and adjusting the temperature of heating
oven. The specific adjustment steps and methods are detailed in the manual of temperature
control table.

———— End of Chapter ————
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Part VI Hoisting and Transportation
6.1 Hoisting：
Due to the machine can be disassembled into several independent cell bodies. Besides, there
are casters in packing machine, heat shrinkable machine and electric control box. As a result,
each unit can be lifted and moved horizontally with a forklift or crane, but keep balance. The
forklift fork or crane's rope must not contact the surface of the machine directly, and the contact
should be cushions with soft material. Meanwhile, the packaging machine, the heat shrinkable
machine and the electric control box can also use casters to move horizontally.

6.2 Transportation：
6.2.1 Lock all the doors and tight all the movable parts.
6.2.2 Make sure there is complete packaging material around the equipment and tight

them tightly.
6.2.3 Avoid any type of liquid or corrosive objects.
6.2.4 In the transportation process, we should refer to the outer package labels, and

prohibit the tilting and violent bumping and impact.

———— End of Chapter ————
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Part VII Installation and Commissioning

7.1 Installation

7.1.1 Before installation, make sure the equipment under good condition and components
connected tightly.

7.1.2 Make sure the power supply is 3 phase 5 lines 380V and the compressed air more
than 0.8 Mpa.

7.1.3 The room must have good temperature, humidity and ventilation conditions.
7.1.4 The ground installed must have enough strength to support the weight of the

machine itself.
7.1.5 There must be enough space for 1.5 meters around the machine for commissioning

and maintenance.
7.1.6 The machine itself is leveled and the force on the bottom of the machine is balanced.
7.1.7 When the machine is connected with the filling line, the input end of the machine

should be equipped with a standard transmission line of no less than 4 rows. The output end
should be equipped with a long enough power or unpowered chain to ensure that the heat
shrinkable film can be cooled fully.

7.2 Commissioning
7.2.1 Normally, we will send after-sales service person to perform commissioning work on

site and providing complete technical training.
7.2.2 After connecting the power and compressed air, check whether the power and

working pressure of the machine can meet the technical requirements.
7.2.3 After the power is sent, the meter is used to check whether there is leakage.
7.2.4 Switch to Maintenance Interface, power on convey belt and fans to check it can

working properly or not. The rotate direction should be correct as anti-clockwise.
7.2.5 Press the buttons of “Upper Melt Knife”, “Lower Melt Knife”,”Bottle Pushing Motor”,

“Bottle Pressing”,”Film Release Motor” and “Front Bottling” to make sure all of them working
properly.

7.2.6 Press the start button to trigger the photoelectric switch SQ3, check the movemet of
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bottling, bottle pushing, bottle pressing, upper knife and lower knife.
7.2.7 As per the diameter/height/arrangement, adjust the following parts:
* Bottle Feeding Mechanism: Adjust the channel width and row spacing.
* Bottling Mechanism: Adjust the channel width and row spacing.
* Bottle Pushing Mechanism: Adjust the collecting rod distance on the bottle pushing

channel.
* Bottle Pressing Mechanism: Adjust the bottle pressing height.
* Heat Shrink Machine: Set up the shrink temperature and speed.
7.2.8 After the above adjustment, put packaging products on the system to check the

movement of convey/bottling/bottle pushing/bottle pressing/upper knife/lower knife are correct.
7.2.9 After confirm all the above movements are correct, we can start normal production.

———— End of Chapter ————
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Part VIII Lubrication

Perform the lubricating job as per the following map.

Series No. Lubricating Part Maintenance Time
1 Reducer As per the user manual of reducer
2 All the Chains One time every week
3 All the Bearings One time every year
4 Guiding Rod One time every day

Figure-18 Lubrication Sketch Map

———— End of Chapter ————
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Part IX Troubleshooting

Failure phenomenon Failure Analysis Troubleshooting

No power supply
1. Power supplier short-circuit
2. Short-circuit of power lines

1. Check power supplier
2. Check power lines

Motor no functioning

1. Motor damaged
2. No output from frequency
converter
3. Contactor damaged
4. Relay damaged
5. 24V DC Power Supplier
damaged

1. Replace motor
2. Adjust frequency
converter
3. Replace contactor
4. Replace relay
5. Replace 24V DC Power
Supplier

Film can not released

1. Thermal overload protection
2. Film release motor damaged
3. No signal from proximity
switch
4. Contactor damaged
5. 24V DC Power Supplier
damaged

1. Check thermal protection
2. Replace film release motor
3. Adjust the proximity switch
position, check the circuit or
replace proximity.
4. Replace contactor
5. Replace 24V DC Power
Supplier

Inaccuracy of cylinder
movement

1. Cylinder damaged
2. Operation pressure low
3. PLC damaged
4. Solenoid valve or connectors
damaged
5. Damage or position error of
magnetic switch

1. Replace cylinder
2. Adjust operation pressure
3. Replace PLC
4. Replace solenoid valve or
connectors
5. Adjust the position of
magnetic switch or replace it

Shrink film broken

1. Not sealing properly
2. Low sealing strength
3. High shrink temperature or
long shrink time
4. Bad quality of shrink film

1. Increase sealing
temperature or make sealing
time longer
2. Lower sealing temperature
or shorten sealing&cutting
time
3. Lower shrink temperature
or speed up shrink time
4. Replace shrink film with
better quality

Sealing not properly
melted

1. Sealing&cutting temperature
too high or too long time
2. Pressing glue damaged

1. Adjust sealing&cutting
temperature or time
2. Replace pressing glue
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3. Improper lower knife position
4. Not enough pressure of
compressed air

3. Adjust the position of
lower knife
4. Increase the pressure of
compressed air

Film rewinding

1. Film supporting rod or film
surface wet
2. Travelling rod not heavy
enough

1. Clean and dry the
supporting rod or film
2. Adjust the weight of
travelling rod

The warming is obviously
too slow

1. Heating tube damaged
2. Solid state relay or AC Relay
damaged
3. Power supply not working
properly

1. Replace heating tube
2. Replace solid state relay
or AC relay
3. Check power supply
system

Temperature meter
indicating “Sb”

The wire connection of the
thermal couple is not solid or
damaged

Check the wire system or
replace thermal couple.

Film can not cut off
properly

1. Cutting temperature too low or
sealing&cutting time too short
2. Pressing glue damaged
3. Sealing&cutting knife
damaged
4. Improper position of upper
knife
5. Improper position of lower
knife
6. Not enough pressure of
compressed air

1. Increase sealing&cutting
temperature. If the
temperature can not be
increased, please check
heating tube/temperature
control meter/thermal couple,
replace damaged parts or
make the sealing&cutting
time longer.
2. Replace pressing glue
3. Replace sealing&cutting
knife
4. Adjust the position of
upper knife and/or lower knife
5. Increase the pressure of
compressed air

Film shrinkage is too
loose

1. Shrink temperature too low or
shrink time too short
2. Low quality of shrink film
3. Improper size of shrink film
4. Poor circulation of hot air

1. Increase sealing&cutting
temperature. If the
temperature can not be
increased, please check
heating tube/temperature
control meter/thermal couple,
replace damaged parts or
make the sealing&cutting
time longer.
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2. Replace better shrink film
3. Select shrink film with
proper size
4. Check and clean the
heating channel. Check the
fans damaged or not, if so,
we need replace new one.

———— End of Chapter ————
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Part X Precautions andMaintenance
10.1 When the machine is connected to the power supply, it must have grounding or leakage
protection.
10.2 When the machine is running, do not touch the heating oven, sealing cutter and so on
without scalding or bruising.
10.3 When a machine breaks down, it must be shut down before any troubleshooting
operation processed.
10.4 To avoid any damage to equipment, DO NOT put any tools or other things on the
equipment during the commissioning and operating.
10.5 Wait until the temperature of oven lower than 80℃, before power off the equipment.
10.6 The machine surfaces must be kept clean regularly, especially check switches to ensure
that the switch surfaces are clean.
10.7 Regularly check whether there is adhesion and wear on the surface of the sealing cutter,
if necessary, clean up and replace it in time.
10.8 Regular inspection of mechanical transmission related parts wear and damage should be
repaired and replaced in time.

———— End of Chapter ————
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LangFang YongChuang

Keep in Touch with Us

LangFang YongChuang Packaging Machinery Co.,Ltd
Address: Tongda Road,South Area,Gu’an County Industrial Zone,

Langfang City,Hebei Province, China

Telephone: +86 316 8010612 Mobile/Whatsapp/Skype: +86 18333607609

aesop2008@yeah.net yaobaoer1006 @LFYongChuang

LangFang YongChuang LangFang YongChuang

www.lfyongchuang.com
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